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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we present a dynamic navigation approach (DNA) that can be combined with GPS 

receivers, digital maps, and wireless technologies such as DSRC, 802.11p, and WiMAX. By 

calculating the score, a weighted sum of average vehicle speed, average inter-vehicle distance, road 

type, and road gain, for each candidate road, the DNA can generate a road score table and choose the 

road with the highest score among the candidate roads toward the destination. In addition, a dynamic 

rebroadcasting block (DRB) is designed in the DNA to carry out Road-Request (R-REQ) 

rebroadcasting function. The DRB mechanism can prevent from network congestion incurred by 

R-REQ rebroadcasting. The performance of our proposed DNA is evaluated through simulations. 

Simulation results have shown that the DNA performs much better than other navigational schemes in 

reaching a destination with shorter travel distance and less travel time. 
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1. Introduction 

In the last decade, more and more mobile applications come out with the wide adoption of 

wireless networks. Particularly in a vehicular environment, vehicles become the mobile nodes that can 

send and receive any data to and from the neighboring vehicles or roadside units. A vehicular ad hoc 

network (VANET) is composed of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) 

communications based on local area network technologies. The real-time information delivery on the 

intelligent transportation system (ITS) [1] in VANETs is intended to provide the drivers with public 

safety and private services using the wireless transceivers equipped on the vehicles. DSRC (Dedicated 

Short Range Communications) [2] is being developed as a communication standard by FCC to 

support high-mobility and short-distance data transmission at the 5.9 GHz band for the ITS. Although 

IEEE 802.11a is recommended as the medium access control (MAC) protocol for DSRC, it suffers 

from unbounded packet delay due to frequent transmission collisions in the occurrence of heavy load. 

To be more adaptable to the distinctive features of VANETs, WAVE (Wireless Access in Vehicular 

Environments†) [3], a modified version of 802.11a, has recently been proposed. 

Along with the evolution of wireless communication technologies, an increasing amount of 

applications were proposed to be implemented on the ITS and gained much attention. Typically, the 

applications can be classified into safety, transport efficiency, and information/entertainment 

applications [4, 15]. Examples, with respect to each class, are cooperative collision warning to avoid 

rear-end collisions, optimal route discovery based on minimizing a pre-defined cost to a destination, 

and peer-to-peer video streaming download among vehicles. Furthermore, with the advent of low-cost 

GPS (Global Positioning System) receivers, the aforementioned applications are becoming popular 

among the drivers and many innovative products are considerably developed. 

Nowadays, a growing percentage of drivers get used to utilize route guidance and navigation 

devices to assist them in finding an optimal route to a place by the GPS. The criterion for the optimal 

route can be the overall travel distance/time, the average travel speed, or a combination of the 
                                                 
† IEEE 802.11p is also named WAVE. 
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preceding metrics. However, an optimal route decided by the previously proposed schemes is static. 

The reasons for being “static” are (1) it is determined when the present location to the expected 

destination are given; and (2) it remains unchanged regardless of real-time traffic information on each 

section of the route. Aiming to provide the drivers with an optimal route by taking into account 

real-time traffic information and probable rebroadcasting flood from request messages, in this paper 

we present a dynamic navigation approach (DNA) with rebroadcasting flood avoidance in VANETs. 

By calculating the score, a weighted sum of average vehicle speed, average inter-vehicle distance, 

road type, and road gain, for each candidate road, the DNA can generate a road score table and choose 

the road with the highest score among the candidate roads toward the destination every time when the 

navigated vehicle is traveling into the boundary where is several kilometers far away from a 

rendezvous point. Besides, a dynamic rebroadcasting block is designed in the DNA to avoid the 

rebroadcasting flood from request messages that can incur severe network congestion. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related works of our 

scheme. The proposed DNA is elaborated in Section 3. The simulation results and discussions are 

presented in Section 4. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 5. 

 

2. Related Works 

The previously proposed GPS-based vehicle navigation schemes focus mainly on either 

increasing positional accuracy or providing routing efficiency on a digital map. For example, Du and 

Barth presented a low-cost AVL (automated vehicle location) system [5] that can determine a vehicle 

location at the lane level in real time. Although Du and Barth declared that their AVL system can 

provide drivers with a correct guidance down to specific roadway lanes in the presence of multiple 

lanes, turn pockets, off-ramps, etc., the positioning accuracy of 1 to 3 meters relied on whether the 

lane-level roadway network database is both accurate and sophisticated enough. Perceiving that the 

positional error can grow with the travel distance, Wang et al. [6] improved the positional precision 
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by integrating the complementary characteristics of three subsystems, the odometer, the inertial 

navigation system such as GPS receivers, and the electro-optical detection system. On the other hand, 

to reduce the route computation time in large road networks, several hierarchical models [7-10] were 

proposed. In the models, the road graph for reference is constructed from the original road network 

and the higher level sub-graph formed by neighboring vehicles in the same partition. 

By taking into account the real-time traffic information on all candidate roads, several dynamic 

vehicle navigation systems with multiple wireless sensors have been recently developed [11-13]. 

Chang et al. [13] presented a distributed WSN-based adaptive navigation (D-WAN) approach in 

which each vehicle was equipped with a GPS receiver, different-type sensors, and a WiMAX network 

interface [14]. Therefore, the speed, direction, and coordinates of a vehicle can be obtained by the 

odometer and the equipped GPS receiver. Any two vehicles can exchange real-time traffic 

information, including measurement data and received data, with each other through the WiMAX 

interface. The D-WAN approach calculates the cost of each road, and then determines the route with 

the least cost to travel along. The cost of a road is expressed as a linear combination of the normalized 

values for road class, traffic density, and road distance. 

However, the travel time from a source location to a destination not only depends on the three 

metrics considered in the D-WAN scheme but also relates to the travel speed of a vehicle. To reach a 

destination with less time than the previously-proposed navigational schemes, the score function in 

the dynamic navigation approach (DNA) takes into account the travel speed of a vehicle for the 

following two reasons. Firstly, two roads with the same inter-vehicle distance (i.e. the same traffic 

density) can have different travel speeds due to different road classes although the two metrics are 

correlated. Secondly, in the occurrence of traffic jam, travelling on a high-speed-limit road may waste 

more time than on a low-speed-limit road, since vehicles always travel at a speed that is constrained 

by the real-time traffic situation instead of the allowable speed limit. On the other hand, collecting the 

traffic information toward a destination in the query phase may cause severe network congestion for 
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the sake of broadcasting query messages hop by hop in the neighborhood. The main contribution of 

this paper is right that the proposed DNA takes into account the travel speed of a vehicle to decrease 

the overall travel time and develops a dynamic rebroadcasting block (DRB) to avoid the 

rebroadcasting flood from query messages. 

 

3. The Dynamic Navigation Approach 

3.1 Model Descriptions 

Assume each vehicle in a VANET is equipped with a GPS receiver, an odometer, and a wireless 

network interface (e.g., IEEE 802.11p, WiMAX, etc.) to get its geographical position, measure the 

travel speed, and send/receive the real-time traffic information, respectively. With the collected traffic 

information, the proposed dynamic navigation approach (DNA) performs score calculation for all 

candidate roads and determines the highest-score road every time when the navigated vehicle is 

traveling into the boundary where is Dr kilometer(s) far away from a rendezvous point. In the paper, 

the navigated vehicle is referred to as the source node and the vehicles within the range of the 

searching distance (denoted as Ds) are referred to as the peer nodes. The neighboring nodes of a 

vehicle are defined as the vehicles within its transmission range (Rt). Following are three kinds of 

messages transmitted in the proposed DNA. 

R-REQ (Road Request): 

An R-REQ message is broadcasted by the source node to query the peer nodes about their 

individual travel speeds. The format of an R-REQ message is shown in Figure 1, with each field 

illustrated in Table 1. By sending an R-REQ packet, the source node can notify the peer nodes of the 

searching distance (Ds), the width of the DRB (WB), its own geographical position (latitude and 

longitude), and the roads it would like to search (Rtype, RID, and Rd). On the other hand, when the 

searching distance is greater than the transmission range of the source node, the neighboring nodes 

should rebroadcast the received R-REQ packet hop by hop until the R-REQ message is going to be 
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delivered out of the range of Ds. The design of WB will be elaborated in the following subsection. 

R-REP (Road Reply): 

On receiving an R-REQ message, peer nodes can reply an R-REP message if the following 

conditions holds. 

(1) They have not replied the query yet. (by checking the value of SN in the received R-REQ 

packet). 

(2) They are travelling ahead of the source node. (by comparing their own geographical 

positions with the values of LAd, LOd, Exp, and Mantissa in the received R-REQ packet) 

(3) They are travelling along one of the roads searched by the source node. (by reading the 

values of Rtype, RID, and Rd for the main and optional searching in the received R-REQ 

packet) 

The format of an R-REP message is shown in Figure 2, with a new field St designed for the 

replying vehicle to record its travel speed (in the unit of Km/hr) when responding to the source node. 

Other fields are the same as those illustrated in Table 1. 

R-INFO (Road Information): 

After collecting the replies from the peer nods, the source node can perform score calculation for 

all candidate roads and determine the highest-score road. Meanwhile, the source node can broadcast 

an R-INFO message to the neighboring nodes. The R-INFO message includes the latest road 

information, which can be utilized by other vehicles to perform score computation before the update 

timer expires. As a result, the number of R-REQ/R-REP packets can be reduced on the wireless 

channel. Figure 3 shows the format of an R-INFO message. The fields Sv and Dv, respectively, are 

used to deliver the average vehicle speed and the average inter-vehicle distance on the road that is 

identified by Rtype, RID, and Rd. Other fields are the same as those illustrated in Table 1. 

For road i, the average vehicle speed (denoted as Si) and the average inter-vehicle distance 

(denoted as Di) are calculated by the source node. Assuming that Ni is the number of the peer nodes 
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that have replied to the source node for road i, then 
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where l is the number of lanes on road i. 

3.2 Dynamic Adjustment on the Searching Distance and the Rebroadcasting Block 

As mentioned in Section 3.1, when the searching distance (Ds) is greater than the transmission 

range of the source node, the neighboring nodes should rebroadcast the received R-REQ packet hop 

by hop until the R-REQ message is going to be delivered out of the range of Ds after one more 

rebroadcasting. The searching distance is related to the average vehicle speed along one road. 

Generally speaking, vehicles can travel at a higher speed when traffic density is lower. That is, a node 

travelling at a higher speed implies that it has less peer nodes. To collect enough traffic information, 

the proposed DNA can dynamically adjust the searching distance for road i according to the average 

vehicle speed by the following formula. 
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where SLi is the lower speed limit on road i. 

However, rebroadcasting R-REQ messages may cause a burst of packet transmission attempts 

among the neighboring nodes in the VANET. To prevent from network congestion, the DNA confines 

the neighboring nodes that can rebroadcast R-REQ messages to those locating in a rebroadcasting 

block. Such neighboring nodes are called “rebroadcasting” nodes. Since less traffic density always 

results in larger inter-vehicle distance, the width of the dynamic rebroadcasting block (DRB) for road 
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i is set to be a multiple of the average inter-vehicle distance on road i to ensure a moderate number of 

the rebroadcasting nodes. Additionally, the DNA can shift the DRB based on Equation (4) time after 

time until R-REQ rebroadcasting is performed in the neighborhood. As illustrated in Figure 4, the 

circled vehicle denotes the source node, which can broadcast R-REQ query messages. The 

neighboring nodes traveling in the same direction and locating in the first rebroadcasting block 

(denoted as Bi(1)) of the source nod can perform R-REQ rebroadcasting after receiving an R-REQ 

packet. If no R-REQ rebroadcasting is detected for a deferred duration, the neighboring nodes 

locating in the second rebroadcasting block (denoted as Bi(2)) can rebroadcast the received R-REQ 

packets. Similarly, if no R-REQ rebroadcasting is detected after (k-1) times deferred duration, the 

neighboring nodes locating in the k-th rebroadcasting block, Bi(k), can rebroadcast the received 

R-REQ packets. 

( ) ( ,  ( 1) ],   1i t i t iB k R k m D R k m D k= − ⋅ ⋅ − − ⋅ ⋅ ≥                     (4) 

where m is an integral multiple. 

3.3 The Road Score Table 

A road score table (RST) is generated by the source node to record the scores for all candidate 

roads toward a destination. A record associated with road i in the RST is composed of five fields: the 

average vehicle speed Si, the average inter-vehicle distance Di, the road type Ti, the road gain Gi, and 

the score Sri. The road gain, Gi, is defined as the inverse of the length of road i, since the larger the 

road length is, the more the travelling cost is. And, the score, Sri, is expressed as a weighted sum of 

the average vehicle speed, the average inter-vehicle distance, the road type, and the road gain as 

follows. 

1 2 3 4i i i i iSr k S k D k T k G= + + + ,                          (5) 

where ,  ,  , and i i i iS D T G are the normalized values with respect to Si, Di, Ti, and Gi. The normalized 

value of X is obtained by 
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and the coefficients ki’s in Equation (5) are subject to the constraint 4
1

1ii
k

=
=∑ . The four weights in 

the score function can be set by the drivers according to what they would like. 

3.4 The Pseudo-Code of the DNA 

The pseudo-code of the proposed DNA is shown in Figure 5. A source node starts the DNA with 

setting the expected destination and the initial value of Ds. The following procedures are performed 

every time whenever the navigated vehicle is traveling into the boundary where is Dr kilometer(s) far 

away from a rendezvous point. The DNA can collect R-INFO messages from the neighboring nodes 

after selecting the candidate roads from a digital map. Then, it can generate an RST toward the 

destination and determine the highest-score road for travelling, if the road information obtained from 

the collected R-INFO messages is enough. Otherwise, it can update the searching distance (Ds), 

broadcast an R-REQ message, collect the R-REP messages replied from the peer nodes, and generate 

an RST toward the destination. Finally it can determine the highest-score road for travelling and 

broadcast an R-INFO message to the neighboring nodes at the same time. 

On the other hand, when the peer nodes receive R-REQ messages, they will check if they are 

travelling ahead of the source node and along one of the roads searched by the source node. If yes, 

they can send R-REP messages to the source node. Besides, the peer nodes locating in the dynamic 

rebroadcasting block should perform R-REQ rebroadcasting in case Ds is greater than Rt. 

 

4. Simulation Results 

For the purpose of performance evaluation, we develop a simulator by using C++ programming 

language. Figure 6 shows all of the available routes from a source location, denoted as RP_0, to an 

expected destination, denoted as RP_20. Between RP_0 and RP_20, there are 19 rendezvous points, 

designated as RP_i for 1 19i≤ ≤ . Six candidate roads are found between any two rendezvous points. 
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The parameters of the DNA are set as shown in Table 2. To illustrate the effect of considering 

different metrics in the score function, several weighting cases as listed in Table 3 are evaluated. 

Unless explicitly specified, all simulation results are obtained from the averages of 10 random 

samples. 

Figures 7 to 9 show, respectively, the average travel distance, the average travel speed, 

and the average travel time with respect to the number of vehicles for the first four weighting 

cases listed in Table 3. Figure 7 shows the independence of the average travel distance on the 

number of vehicles, and it is observed that DNA-4 has the shortest travel distance because its 

weights (0, 0, 0, and 1) for the score function is just the shortest-path first scheme. Besides, 

the average travel distances for DNA-1, DNA-2, and DNA-3 approach the same when the 

number of vehicles is increased. Contrary to Figure 7, DNA-4 has the slowest travel speed as 

shown in Figure 8 since it considers only one metric, the length of a road (expressed as an 

inverse of Gi), while neglecting the other metrics that are concerned with the travel speed on 

a road. Also, it is found in Figure 8 that DNA-1 has the highest travel speed among the four 

weighting cases since DNA-1 always gives the first priority to the road that has the highest 

vehicle speed. Moreover, it is obvious that DNA-3 outperforms DNA-2 in the average travel 

speed. This is because DNA-3 takes into account the vehicle speed (Si) in addition to the 

inter-vehicle distance (Di). Therefore, one can see both of DNA-1 and DNA-3 take less time 

to reach a destination than DNA-2 as Figure 9 shows. It is straightforward that in Figure 9 the 

average travel time increases when the number of vehicles is increased, no matter which 

weighting case is adopted. 

To see the effect of more and more metrics considered in the score function, the average 

travel distance, the average travel speed, and the average travel time for three weighting 

cases in Table 3 (DNA-3, DNA-5, and DNA-6) are summarized in Table 4 with different 

numbers of vehicles. Comparing DNA-3 to either DNA-5 or DNA-6 for a fixed number of 
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vehicles, one can observe that both of the travel distance and the travel time get smaller in the 

latter case because more metrics are taken into account in the score function. As a result, the 

score function of our proposed DNA consists of the four metrics, average vehicle speed, 

average inter-vehicle distance, road type, and road gain, in order to reach a destination with 

shorter travel distance and less travel time. However, the weights of the score function are set 

by the drivers according to their individual preferences, such as less travel time, shorter travel 

distance, and faster travel speed. 

On the other hand, Tables 5 and 6 show the effect of dynamically adjusting the R-REQ 

rebroadcasting block in case of light traffic and heavy traffic, respectively. The weights of the 

score function are set to be 0.3, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.2. From Table 5, it is shown that in case of 

light traffic, R-REQ rebroadcasting is almost done in the first block for variable DRB width 

while R-REQ rebroadcasting is 55.38% done in the first block for fixed DRB width due to 

few vehicles for the sparse vehicle density. R-REQ rebroadcasting done in the first block can 

reduce the time required for forwarding R-REQ packets to the edge of the searching area, 

because R-REQ rebroadcasting done in the next one block just occurs after no peer nodes in 

the preceding block rebroadcast the received R-REQ packet. However, as shown in Table 6, 

the percentage of R-REQ rebroadcasting done in the first block for fixed DRB width is 

approximately equal to that for variable DRB width. The reason is because it is highly 

probable to find vehicles locating the first block when traffic density is heavy. 

 

5. Conclusions 

We have presented a dynamic navigation approach (DNA) with rebroadcasting flood avoidance 

for vehicular ad hoc networks. By calculating the score from average vehicle speed, average 

inter-vehicle distance, road type, and road gain for each candidate road, the DNA can generate a road 

score table and choose the road with the highest score among the candidate roads toward the expected 
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destination. The score function is expressed as a weighted sum of the average vehicle speed, the 

average inter-vehicle distance, the road type, and the road gain. The four weights of the score function 

can be set by the drivers according to their individual preferences. We have demonstrated the 

effectiveness of the proposed DNA via simulations. The performance metrics we consider include the 

travel distance, the travel speed, and the travel time on the average.  

In order to prevent from network congestion incurred by R-REQ rebroadcasting, we have 

designed a dynamic rebroadcasting block (DRB) to confine the peer nodes that can perform R-REQ 

rebroadcasting to those locating in a rebroadcasting block when the searching distance is larger than 

the transmission range of the source node. The width of the rebroadcasting block can be dynamically 

adjusted by the average inter-vehicle distance. From the simulation results, it is observed that the 

DRB mechanism can broadcast an R-REQ message to a specific coverage area as soon as possible. 
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Figure 1. Format of an R-REQ message. (12 to 16 Bytes ) 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Format of an R-REP message. (4 Bytes ) 
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Figure 3. Format of an R-INFO message. (8, 12, or 16 Bytes ) 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Illustration of the DRB. 
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Figure 5. Pseudo codes of the DNA. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Topology used in the simulation. 

 

// Source Node: 
Enter the expected destination; 
Ds = Dr;  // initial value 
 
Do { 

Choosing the candidate roads; 
If ( R-INFO messages received from the neighboring nodes are enough) { 

     Generating an RST; 
Determining the highest-score road for travelling; 

} 
Else { 

     Calculating Ds; 
Broadcasting R-REQ; 
If (receiving R-REP for road i == true )  // Receiving R-REP 

Calculating Si, Di, Ti and Gi for road i; 
Generating an RST; 
Determining the highest-score road for travelling; 
Broadcasting R-INFO; 

} 
} 
While (the navigated vehicle is Dr Km far away from a rendezvous point) 
 
// Peer Node: 
Receiving R-REQ; 
If (travelling ahead of the source node & along one of the roads searched by the source node) 
{ 
   Replying R-REP to the source node; 

If (Ds > Rt & locating in the DRB) { 
    Rebroadcasting the received R-REQ; 
} 

} 
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Figure 7. Average travel distance for different weighting cases. 
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Figure 8. Average travel speed for different weighting cases. 
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Figure 9. Average travel time for different weighting cases. 

 

 

Table 1 Field Illustration of an R-REQ Message 

Field Description 

MT 

( 2 bits ) 

Message type 

0: R-REQ message   1: R-REP message   2: R-INFO message 

SN 

( 8 bits ) 
Sequence number 

Ds 

( 10 bits ) 
Searching distance (unit: 310Dr −× meters) 

WB 

( 8 bits ) 
Width of the dynamic rebroadcasting block (unit : 1 meter) 

R# 

( 2 bits ) 
The total number of roads for optional searching 

LAd 

( 1 bit ) 

The latitude direction of the source node 

0 : South   1 : North 

LOd 

( 1 bit ) 

The longitude direction of the source node 

0 : West    1 : East 
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Table 1 Field Illustration of an R-REQ Message (Continued) 

Field Description 

Exp 

( 3 bits ) 
Exponent bits of the latitude (longitude) for the source node 

Mantissa 

( 20 bits ) 
Mantissa bits of the latitude (longitude) for the source node 

Rtype 

( 3 bits ) 

Road type for the main searching 

0: Unknown road    1: City/Country road   2: Province road 

3: Express road      4: High way 

RID 

( 8 bits ) 
Road identification number for the main searching 

Rd 

( 1 bit ) 

Road direction for the main searching 

0 : South/West    1: North/East 

Option 1/2/3 

( 12 bits ) 
Roads for optional searching 

*** 

( 2 bits ) 
Reserved bits 

 

 

Table 2 Parameters and their Values 

Parameter Value 

The length for each candidate road 5 ~ 20 Km 

The transmission range for each vehicle (Rt) 1 Km 

The lower speed limit for each candidate road (SL) 40 ~ 60 Km/hr 

Where the DNA is invoked (Dr) 2 Km 

The total number of vehicles 2000 ~ 10000 

The vehicle speed 10 ~ 130 Km/hr 

The integral multiple used in the DRB (m) 4 
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Table 3 Score Functions for Different Weights 

Weighting case Score function 

DNA-1 1 0 0 0i i i i iSr S D T G= × + × + × + ×  

DNA-2 0 1 0 0i i i i iSr S D T G= × + × + × + ×  

DNA-3 0.5 0.5 0 0i i i i iSr S D T G= × + × + × + ×  

DNA-4 0 0 0 1i i i i iSr S D T G= × + × + × + ×  

DNA-5 0.3 0.3 0.4 0i i i i iSr S D T G= × + × + × + ×  

DNA-6 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2i i i i iSr S D T G= × + × + × + ×  

 

 

Table 4 Comparison of DNA-3, DNA-5, and DNA-6 

No. of vehicles Performance measures DNA-3 DNA-5 DNA-6 

2000 

Travel distance (km) 185.11 173.4 175.29 

Travel speed (km/hr) 125.87 119.95 123.09 

Travel time (min) 88.24 86.78 85.45 

4000 

Travel distance (km) 186.29 172.89 173.5 

Travel speed (km/hr) 81.47 79.42 81.18 

Travel time (min) 137.26 130.64 128.31 

6000 

Travel distance (km) 186.7 172.79 173.09 

Travel speed (km/hr) 62.91 63.27 63.72 

Travel time (min) 178.15 163.92 162.96 

8000 

Travel distance (km) 184.89 171.39 169.99 

Travel speed (km/hr) 55.8 56.95 57.08 

Travel time (min) 198.96 180.62 178.71 

10000 

Travel distance (km) 188.09 173.19 173.59 

Travel speed (km/hr) 52.33 53.14 53.29 

Travel time (min) 215.55 195.53 195.39 
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Table 5 Percentage of Rebroadcasting Done in Different Blocks (light traffic) 

Block number Fixed width 

(= 50 m) 

Variable width 

(= 4 Di) 

Block 1 55.38% 95.71% 

Block 2 21.97% 4.13% 

Block 3 12.41% 0.16% 

Block 4 5.4% 0% 

No rebroadcasting  4.84% 0% 

 

Table 6 Percentage of Rebroadcasting Done in Different Blocks (heavy traffic) 

Block number Fixed width 

(= 50 m) 

Variable width 

(= 4 Di) 

Block 1 96.92% 97.02% 

Block 2 2.9% 2.85% 

Block 3 0.18% 0.13% 

Block 4 0.0% 0% 

No rebroadcasting  0.0% 0% 

 

 


